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Chapter 2524
George Han raised his brow slightly, Shi Yu hurriedly got up, and went to check quietly.

“Well, since Han Shaoxia is so fearless, as the guardian of the Phoenix Golden Feather,
I, Du, have sacrificed my life to accompany the gentlemen. Disciples.” At this time, Du
Yisheng also clenched his teeth and said firmly.

“Yes!”

“If you don’t want to go, you will return to the martial arts after you get out of trouble here.
If you are willing to go, follow me.”

“Thirteenth of the Tianji History, Phoenix Golden Feather is in Zetianji Palace, Phoenix
Golden If the feathers die, the Tianji Palace will die. Since my generation is a disciple of
the Tianji Palace, it is bound to coexist and die with the Tianji Palace. We will not go
back. The City of Burning Bone will count as me.”

“We will never go back, where is the master .” , Where are we, where is Phoenix Golden
Feather, and where are we too.”

“

Position and Phoenix Golden Feather coexist and die !” “Good!” Hearing the unison of
the disciples, Du Yisheng nodded his head again and again very satisfied. “As expected
to be the disciples of my Tianji Palace, all of them are passionate men, I did not

misunderstand you.” After saying that, Du Yisheng turned back slightly to face George
Han, and then bowed in a very low posture, and said respectfully: “Han Shaoxia, from
today onwards, the old man will officially hand over the lives of myself and my 36
Dimensity Palace disciples into your hands. Before the matter is completed, the
Dimensity Palace disciples will completely obey your orders.”

“Everyone, have you all heard it?” After speaking, Du Shengsheng asked his disciples
softly.

The disciples shouted in unison: “I’ll wait to listen to

Han Shaoxia’s order!” George Han shook his hand: “Dao

Master Du, you don’t have to be like this…” “Hey, Han Shaoxia, you don’t have to refuse,
Yu Cai, you are a hero , The prestige is far-reaching, Yu De, and Phoenix Jinyu have
always been our belongings, but as an outsider, you helped us get it back together.
Therefore, among your talents, you are all convincing.”



“The beast has a leader, and the tree has a central axis, so don’t refuse.” Du Yisheng
smiled.

“Yeah, if someone jumps over and wants to lead us, we won’t do it, but Han Shaoxia,
you are different. You are the miracle that everyone has long admired in the world.
Under your leadership, that’s ours. It’s an honor.”

“That’s right, Shaoxia Han, you can agree.” The

disciples of the Tianji Palace were more enthusiastic than one, and they persuaded one
after another.

Faced with such sentiments, Han Sanqianyi was also a bit difficult at the time. When he
was at a loss, at this time, Mo Yang, who was next to him, walked out.

“Since you said that you want to cooperate, the cooperation should be frank and honest,
right?”

Mo Yang’s words made the people in Tianji Palace a little stunned, but they still nodded.

“This brother, if you have something, you might as well speak straight!” Du Yisheng said
softly.

“When the zombies were besieging the city, the inn was protected from devil sounds
because of the three thousand protections, so we were safe and all right, you…how
could it be all right?” Mo Yang frowned.

As soon as these words came out, many mysterious disciples frowned.

This is something that almost everyone, including George Han, is more skeptical.

Hearing this, the disciples of Tianji Palace were unwilling. Some even stood up
anxiously, but they were all stopped by Du Yisheng waved his hand.

“Do you doubt us?” Du Yisheng suddenly understood.

“There are some things, you have to doubt it?” Mo Yang did not deny it.

When Mo Yang said so, George Han also frowned. Aside from the others, the group of
demon monks and mysterious people wanted to go to the city of burning bones, and this
group of people also let themselves go to the city of burning bonesSeeing that even
George Han frowned, Du was not angry all his life, he just got up, and after that, he did
something that almost stunned everyone.

I saw him walking quickly to the main entrance of the restaurant, and then, in the
astonishment of everyone, suddenly punched out from a very weak place!

Almost as soon as he fisted out, the group of corpses outside fell into a frenzy.



Although it was only less than a second, he immediately withdrew his hand back, but at
this time, his arm was already full of blood.

What he did in this way was tantamount to throwing his hands into a group of hungry
beasts!

“Being bitten by these zombies, you will also be attacked by the devilish energy in the
zombies, and then become corpses.” Du Yisheng smiled softly, and then, another hand
suddenly transported a burst of energy to cover the wound, and at the same time he
said in his hand. Some weird spells.

Strangely speaking, the wound in his hand soon healed slowly under the green energy.

“This…” Mo Yang frowned and couldn’t help being shocked.

“How is it now?!” Du Yisheng said.

“This doesn’t seem to explain, you and them are not in the same group, right? Being in
the same group, naturally it is possible to understand how to detoxify.” Mo Yang said.

“I believe him.” At this moment, Bai Xiaosheng stood up with a very determined attitude.

Mo Yang frowned suddenly, looking at Bai Xiaosheng in a puzzled manner.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng smiled and looked at Mo Yang: “Even if you don’t believe
Daochang Du, you should believe them.”

Hearing this, even George Han couldn’t help but look at Jianghu Baixiaosheng. , What’s
the explanation for this? !

“Although the technique that Daochang Du had just now was the Dimensity Art of
Dimensity Palace, what he said in his mouth was not the language of Dimensity Palace,
right?” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said softly.

Du Yisheng smiled lightly, glanced at Bai Xiaosheng very appreciatively, nodded, and
smiled: “Xiongtai has a good vision, to tell you, it is indeed not the language of my Tianji
Palace, by the way, this Xiongtai It’s…”

“A hundred Xiaosheng in the next

world !” “It is rumored that a hundred Xiaosheng in the world knows the world, Xiao
Jianghu, seeing it today, it really deserves its reputation.” Du Yisheng finished speaking,
slightly bowed his hands.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng smiled softly and replied with a bow.

Looking at the two of you here, you give a bow, and I give a bow. Mo Yang is helpless
and very confused.



A pair of eyes stared at Bai Xiaosheng in the rivers and lakes, and he almost put the
knife on this guy’s neck, let him speak quickly.

On the side, George Han no longer had the slightest suspicion at this time, but a slight
smile appeared at the corner of his mouth.

Obviously, although Jianghu Baixiaosheng is talking about something, he is still in the
cloud, but since he says there is no problem with Jianghu Baixiaosheng’s
professionalism in Jianghu and his trust in him, there is absolutely nothing wrong with
him. problem.

No more nonsense, with a move in your hand, a plank flew directly into the air, and then
steadily directly plugged the gap that was broken by Du Yisheng.

“If you don’t say anything, I think Mo Yang’s eyes will swallow you.” After closing the gap,
George Han smiled leisurely at this time.

Chapter 2525
“Tianyin Buddhist language.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng smiled softly and looked at Du
Yisheng.

Du Yisheng laughed, clapped his hands and applauded: “Baixiaosheng from the rivers
and lakes is indeed well-deserved, and you can tell at a glance which technique I use.”

“My cultivation level is low, but the Buddhist sounds of Tianyin Temple are too different
from others. , It is unforgettable.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng laughed softly.

“Tianyin Temple is an important place in Buddhism. There are high-ranking monks
gathered, so they are righteous. They will never collude with the magic way. Therefore,
they are indeed people from the Tianji Palace.” Jianghu Baixiaosheng said.

“Then can’t it be that the high monk of Tianyin Temple glanced away for a while and
accidentally passed the secret method to people with ulterior motives?” Dao Twelve
doubted.

“The law of Tianyin Temple is absolutely impossible to spread, unless…” Speaking of
this, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng smiled softly.

“Unless it’s the Divine Palace, which is also Shuangtian Supreme!” George Han
whispered.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng nodded heavily: “Yes, Shuangtian Sovereign has one soul and
one main body. At the beginning, in the northeast of Bafang World, it was almost the
Optimus Prime. The two sects worked together to save all living beings. Therefore, the
two sects Because of cooperation, they are also familiar with each other. For the sake of
friendship and saving sentient beings, the two sects have exchanged sects. It is only this
time that Tianyin Temple has passed the practice of this sect to the outer door.



” Pop!”

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng’s voice just fell, but at this time Du Yisheng’s applause had
already sounded.

“Sure enough, everyone who can follow Han Shaoxia is extraordinary. As an outsider,
he knows the things of his school thousands of years ago. They are amazing and
amazing.” Du Shengsheng smiled softly, and then said: “Yes, the pinnacle of this sect.
At that time, it did cooperate with Tianyin Temple, so it was called Shuangtian
Supreme.”

“Because of this, I have always had frequent contacts with Tianyin Temple. Master Yin
Ruo, the head of Tianyin Temple, also saw that I sent a wholehearted mind to the world,
so he made an exception and taught me the Tianyin Buddhist language in his door to
make it more convenient for us. To save people, and in return, I also taught him the
secret technique of Tianji. However, this is a secret between sects, but I did not expect it
to be known by others. It is worthy of being born in the world, the world is yours There
are almost no secrets here.”

Bai Xiaosheng smiled: “It’s just a trick of carving insects and eating.” Then, he looked at
Mo Yang and said, “Being able to win the trust of Tianyin Temple and the Buddhist
teachings of this temple. It is naturally impossible to be a bad person.”

Hearing this, Mo Yang nodded.

“In fact, on the day of the incident, we originally lived in this restaurant. However,
because the people and you were in conflict, we chose to rest in the abandoned temple
in the city under the pretext of getting close to the gods and Buddha. .Because it has a
very close relationship with Tianyin Temple, we actually have a different view of
Buddhist sounds. When those fake Buddhist sounds came that night, we noticed it was
wrong.” Zhong Beihai also explained at this time, a group of people, led by Du Yisheng,
transported infuriating energy to resist the erosion of the magic sound.

Although the number of disciples in the Tianji Palace is not large, the victory lies in their
cultivation base. When they are prepared, it is naturally difficult for the magic sound to
play any role on them.

“So after the zombies broke out, your gang have been hiding in the ruined temple?”
George Han asked.

Zhong Beihai nodded: “Yes, although the ruined temple is very ruined, but the
infrastructure is still there, and we can barely resist it with our concerted efforts.”

“I see. No wonder when the zombies broke out, although there were a lot of zombies
near the restaurant. The zombies, but did not attract the besieged zombies of the whole
city, but a few days later!” Mo Yang nodded.



“At that time, there were a group of zombies attacking us. However, our resistance was
very small, and your voice was louder, and a large number of zombies slowly all went to
you.” Zhong Hokkaido.

“Later, we thought we would be fine, but how did we know…” Zhong Beihai was a little
depressed when he said this.

As George Han came back, the restaurant’s movement became even greater, but the
problem was… It didn’t take long for someone to lead a group of zombies around the
group.

This is not too bad, and what’s worse is that after going to the back, more and more
people began to attract zombies in the city.

They deliberately led away the zombies and tried their best to spread them in the city.
They didn’t know what this group of people were doing. They only knew that their hidden
ruined temple soon attracted nearby zombies.

In the end, the temple broke and escaped!

Hearing these words, George Han suddenly smiled bitterly: “No wonder I owe you all the
time I kept saying that I saved you.” I

think it must have been a good thing done by Lu Yuan and others. The first time was to
help George Han open the way, so it attracted a lot of attention. The zombies were sent
away, and the second time was to help George Han find someone.

To find someone, dispersing all the zombies is naturally the best way.

However, it happened that some people who were stubbornly surreptitiously fell into bad
luck, and bombed some people’s dens. No wonder Du Yisheng’s group of people would
have this attitude when they came in.

“It’s gone, it’s all gone. Now that the misunderstanding is gone, what I just mentioned,
Han Shaoxia, what do you think?” Du Yisheng smiled softly.

Chapter 2526
Bai Xiaosheng smiled and said, “Three thousand, since you are indeed a member of the
Tianji Palace, and Daochang Du is sincere, everyone is even more kind, so you just
need to Promise it. After all, the power of the Union is for Phoenix Golden Feather.”

“Yeah, three thousand, or just agree, first it is a force, secondly, if you want to lead well,
you will pay back then. They can be included.” Mo Yang also leaned over and said
softly.

Hearing this, Jianghu Baixiaosheng suddenly smiled bitterly. He was really not a family
and would not enter a family!



George Han glanced at Mo Yang and Jianghu Baixiaosheng, and finally set his sights on
Du Shengsheng and a group of Tianji Palace disciples, and nodded: “If this is the case,
then I will listen to you.”

“Okay!”

A group of Tianji Palace disciples immediately jumped for joy. After all, when they heard
that Phoenix Jinyu was in the Bone Burning City, they were almost the same as Du’s life,
and they were completely desperate to get it back.

But the appearance of George Han reignited the fire of their hope.

Moreover, with George Han’s reputation and skills, this flame of hope is definitely not a
single spark, and naturally they are very excited.

Almost when everyone was finished talking, the poetry at this time quietly came down
the stairs.

The stairs on the first floor can make people stand taller, and through the gaps in the
walls, you can see things in the city more clearly.

“How’s it going, Shi Yu.” George Han hurriedly asked when seeing her back.

“Leader, it came from the

city   wall .” “City wall?” George Han’s heart sank after hearing this.

Above the city wall are obviously Lu Yuan and other disciples of the Lanshan Pavilion. It
is possible that something went wrong with this group of people. Although they belonged
to the Lu family, they came out with themselves, and now they are doing things for
themselves.

If something happens to them, George Han will naturally feel uncomfortable!

“I can’t see clearly, but someone seems to have hung a person on the city wall, and
many zombies are desperately flocking over there.” The poetry said.

Hang someone on the wall?

This sounds unbelievable at the same time, but also a bit shocking.

What are they doing?

“Do they want to use human bait to attract zombies?” Du Yisheng said at this time.

George Han shook his head resolutely. Of course there is such a possibility, but it will
never be discovered in Lu Yuan and others.



They go out together, naturally it is impossible to kill each other, and then use the flesh
and blood of their companions to attract the attention of the zombies. Moreover, they
don’t have to do this. The scattered zombies are good for them to look for people. If they
are attracted by human flesh, it will be more difficult to distinguish when the zombies are
crowded.

Therefore, it seems impossible for them to do that. But if they didn’t do it, who would it
be? !

Who is that person who was hung on the wall!

The people of Dimensity Palace can barely survive the disaster. It is a coincidence of
their special sect and chance. Is it possible that there is a second Dimensity Palace? !

“Three thousand, what should I do, do you want to go out and have a look?” Mo Yang
asked softly.

Bai Xiaosheng rivers and lakes frowned: “Could it be that those who have trouble with
your civil strife, I think we should still do intend to wait and see it.”

“No, to go out and see, and, not just me People are all of us.” George Han said softly.

“Go out all?” Bai Xiaosheng couldn’t help being a little nervous, because it is obvious
that if the situation changes, these people will completely lose their protection and
become food for walking in the eyes of zombies.

“Yes, Shaoxia Han, should you be more cautious? Once we go out, we may not have a
turning back.” Du Yisheng also agreed with the views of Bai Xiaosheng.

“No, I have considered it clearly.” George Han calmed down a little and said seriously.

In any case, after people were hung on the wall and attracted a large number of zombies,
for George Han, that was an excellent opportunity to escape!

“Everyone is following me, ready to set off.” After

saying, George Han walked quickly to the side of Fu Mang’s corpse, took off his coat,
and directly tied his corpse to his back without any stench. , Only brothers!

“What are you doing all in a daze? Forget what I just said? Before Phoenix Jinyu can get
it, follow Han Shaoxia’s command! Everyone stand up for me and obey orders!” Du
Yisheng looked at his disciples and did nothing After moving, there was an angry shout,
and then the dust in his hand was lifted, and he was ready to fight and set off.

“Yes!” The disciples chuckled softly and quickly stood up.

And the people in the Mysterious Alliance don’t have to say any more, they have already
carried their swords and guns, just waiting for George Han to issue the command.



“I’ll open the road ahead.” After saying that, George Han glanced at Du Yisheng:
“Troubleshooting Daochang Du with a few masters behind the break!”

“Yes!” Du Yisheng nodded and gestured at Zhong Beihai and the others.

“I’m optimistic about anyone. Brothers who follow me out can’t lose one.” George Han
finished talking to Bai Xiaosheng, got up and walked towards the back door.

Seeing George Han carrying Fu Mang’s corpse on his back, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng
nodded, and the disciples of a group of mysterious people behind him were moved for a
while.

What if he loses his mother’s life with such a big brother who regards himself as a
brother? !

“kill!”
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